Reconditioning

Restore your drives to their original condition in an authorized ABB drive service workshop

ABB’s dust-free and ESD-protected drives service workshops offer the perfect environment to fully maintain your drive. From spare part replacement to software updates, all work is full-load tested, backed by a two-year warranty.

Extended drive life
Reconditioning service is a quick and affordable way to help your drive regain full functionality.

Two-year warranty
ABB provides a two-year warranty for the whole drive or module.

Genuine spare parts
Using genuine parts ensures your drive operates as designed. The drive or module is repaired according to the original specification.

High-standard service worldwide
A global network of ABB authorized drives service workshops offer a consistent approach to the high-quality repair process.

Sustainability & Circularity
Reconditioning service helps to avoid up to 80% in CO₂ emissions as compared to a completely new drive replacement.*

* Study conducted by independent environmental consultancy. Comparison based on applicable Carbon Handprint Methodology (2022).

Read more of the service offering and check service availability for your drive with your local ABB representative.
Reconditioning
Service delivery

Reconditioning decision
Ageing components need to be changed and the performance of the drive needs to be updated during the next maintenance outage.

Check serial number
Locate the serial number to help quick drive identification.

Contact your local ABB
ABB provides details of your nearest authorized ABB Drives Service Workshop. You will receive tailored recommendations for your needs and a quotation for the work.

Send aged drive to ABB
Once ABB receives your drive or module, the drive will be immediately placed in the work queue.

Workshop reconditioning
ABB reconditions your drive with genuine ABB spare parts. Reconditioning includes a full inspection, thorough cleaning, and individual component examination and replacement. Every reconditioned drive is thoroughly full-load tested and comes with a two-year warranty.

Reconditioned drive dispatched
After a full-load test, reconditioned drive is packed and dispatched back to you.

The drive runs smoothly
The cleaned and full-load tested drive has been successfully installed and commissioned.

ABB service report
A detailed service report, including recommendations for future actions, is provided. If the drive is irreparable, ABB will arrange disposal and recycling according to local regulations.

For more information, please contact your local ABB representative or visit:
new.abb.com/service/motion/planned-services/reconditioning-service-for-drives
new.abb.com/channel-partners/search#